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BDPA SUSTAINS SUPPORT FROM WORLD LEADER
STRATEGIC STAFFING SOLUTIONS

Largo, Md. – IT giant BDPA sustains support from Strategic Staffing
Solutions, a world leader in staffing, for their 39th Annual National
Technology Conference and Career Fair to be held July 26-29, 2017 at the
Duke Energy Convention Center in Cincinnati, Ohio (bdpa.org).

Founded in 1990 by President and CEO Cynthia J. Pasky, Strategic Staffing
Solutions has 31 locations -- 24 in the U.S., seven in Europe, and more than
2,700 global team members. Their customers are Fortune 500 companies in
the agricultural, energy/utility, financial, government, healthcare, insurance
and retail distribution industries (www.strategicstaff.com). BDPA and its
members are proud to continue their relationship with Strategic Staffing
Solutions.

BDPA is the largest African-American information technology association
in the U.S., and the largest national non-profit organization continually
involved in training students underrepresented in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM). BDPA was founded in 1975 by Earl Pace
and David Wimberly to close the digital divide for underrepresented
minorities in STEM fields.

National BDPA President Mike A. Williams stated, "It is great to have
Strategic Staffing Solutions as a partner and we look forward to continuing
and growing this relationship."

For more details about the BDPA Annual National Technology Conference
& Career Fair or the corporate sponsorship program, contact the corporate
sales support team at (301) 584-3135 ext.108 or corpsales@bdpa.org.
Additionally, please visit www.bdpa.org.
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